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Shadow Combination Trailer - the most fascinating trailer to hit the market
for multiple power sports vehicles

Shadow Trailers sets new standards in the custom trailer market by offering an all-in-one
combination trailer

Cypress, Calif. (PRWEB) February 1, 2004 --As a company devoted to building the highest quality custom
trailers, we are thrilled to introduce what is perhaps the most fascinating trailer to hit the market for multiple
power sports vehicles - the Shadow Combination Trailer. This trailer is designed for multiple uses - whether
towing ATVs,PWCs, motorcycles, yard machines, and much more.

The Shadow Trailer comes with custom bed-sizes tailored to the buyerÂ�s needs. One person can alter the
Shadow Combo trailer in minutes with no tools required. To remove a set of PWC bunks, all one has to do is to
pull two 5/8 pins and clips. The trailer is equipped with loading ramps that store conveniently underneath. The
winch mounts and motorcycle boots are easily removed to make a more versatile trailer for the buyer.

Â�This trailer is especially beneficial to power sports enthusiasts who demand a multi-purpose, well-built
trailer,Â� said Fritz Stanley, president of Shadow Trailers. Â�Shadow's reputation for quality, accuracy and
outstanding customer service is well known in the industry, and that is undoubtedly a major step forward in
providing first-class products to our very large number of boating consumers. This is a product we are proud to
stand behind.Â�

Shadow Trailers has catered to the custom market where power sports enthusiasts want a trailer to complement
their lifestyle. While the company offers many models of standard trailers, what differentiates Shadow
TrailerÂ�s operation is a willingness to build to the customerÂ�s specific needs, regardless of how
customized the demands may be. Â�Wewant each of our trailers to be as unique and extraordinary as the
person buying it.Â�

Based in Cypress, California, Shadow Trailers, is a nationally recognized custom-trailer manufacturer and
serves clientele throughout the entire Orange County area, as well as nationwide. Information is available by
calling (714) 995-4353, by e-mail at info@shadowtrailers.com, or from the web site at
www.shadowtrailers.com.
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Contact Information
Fritz Stanley
SHADOW TRAILERS
http://www.shadowtrailers.com
714-995-4353

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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